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Recognizing IEEE-USA — What It Is and Why It Is

by William W. Middleton, Chair
Opinion Survey Committee

Every organization, good or bad, has its detractors, and IEEE United States Activities (IEEE-USA) is no exception. Some of IEEE's U.S. members seem bent on derailing IEEE-USA one way or another.

Some die-hard members have never recognized IEEE's evolution beyond The American Institute of Electrical Engineers (AIEEE). Some volunteers cannot stomach embracing anything beyond the technical dimensions of engineering. Some members have even failed to grasp the basic concepts of the organizational structure for professional activities and refuse to recognize that IEEE-USA has matured substantially, since its founding in the 1970s, to become a significant force on the national scene.

No one doubts the rights of members to express their opinions. What is disturbing is that in the effort to make their points, they omit numerous facts about how IEEE's professional movement evolved and how support for IEEE-USA's structure of today developed. Arguing a point of view but failing to recognize facts borders on being intentionally deceptive. We must revisit some of IEEE-USA's history to set the record straight.

How It All Began

Members' freedom of choice to add a professional objective to IEEE's purposes led to changes in IEEE's Constitution in 1972. In fact, the changes passed by a substantial margin. The Constitution now permits activities directed to the interests and needs of members residing in a particular country or area of the world.

The earliest implementation of IEEE's professional activities was executed by the United States Activities Committee, which operated under IEEE's Regional Activities Board (RAB). Members found this structural arrangement undesirable, due to RAB's transnational character, and formed the United States Activities Board (USAB) in 1974.

As with all new ventures, USAB needed funding to support its activities. In 1972, IEEE's Board of Directors agreed to use a bylaw provision permitting IEEE Regions to assess their own members a fee to meet special country, regional, or area needs beyond those suitable for funding through the general dues applicable to all members. The fee was designated to fund the professional and technical activities in IEEE's Regions. Later the provision was modified to fund professional activities exclusively.

How Are the Funds Directed?

IEEE's first regional assessment was $5 for U.S. members in Regions 1-6. The Regions agreed to make the money available to support professional activities in the United States. This assessment was later increased to $10, and the proceeds were aggregated to form a single fund.

While the current U.S. regional assessment now stands at a uniform $22, the prerogative of the U.S. Regions to petition for a particular level to satisfy their own special needs has not been negated. All other IEEE Regions now have an assessment in varying amounts for their own special needs.

A Voluntary Dues Plan Just Won't Work

Detractors of the assessment means of support for professional activities suggest that IEEE-USA be organized as a voluntary organization similar to IEEE's technical societies—only participating members would pay dues. One could draw some similarities between the objectives of the Power Engineering Society and IEEE-USA; both deal in education, conferences, and publications, and both have operating committees. However, beyond that simple fact, very little commonality exists as a basis for a voluntary dues plan to finance IEEE-USA, its objectives, organization and operation.

How naive it would be even to try to support lobbying activities in the U.S. Congress, if IEEE-USA's efforts were based on how many members were interested in the "XYZ" issue; or that only 10 percent of its members were interested in supporting efforts to secure funding for cutting-edge research in Government laboratories!

No organization worth its salt goes to Capitol Hill without the full support of its members. IEEE-USA lobbies with the support of its more than 250,000 U.S. members. USAB positions are derived from surveys, papers originated by knowledgeable volunteer committees, investigations, evaluations, and extensive deliberations on the realistic and practical issues and concerns of U.S. members.

Potshots Are Easy to Take

Potshots at how IEEE-USA's $3.5 million budget supports the pet projects of a few central planners can only come from members unaware of the process or intentionally unwilling to recognize how the budgeting process is actually done.

The task of making every buck stretch far enough to support all of the goals members would like to be accomplished is impossible. Over the years, a very carefully developed budget process has been put in place to prioritize projects based on members' expectations and careful analysis of the support required.

Each year, IEEE-USA publishes a report on the status of its projects. IEEE's Opinion Survey results repeatedly indicate an acceptable level of member satisfaction with the professional activities programs throughout the United States. Thoughtful members do not expect miracles, just continuing progress, and IEEE-USA has made much progress since 1972.

We Need the Support of All Our Members

The last thing IEEE-USA needs is further debate on how to do its job. What we do need is more attentiveness and understanding on the part of our members. Members need to become more involved in supporting the issues that are important to them by writing, calling, and visiting Members of Congress.

IEEE's U.S. members represent a very powerful force. IEEE-USA has become a leading, influential body in technology and public policy. The wisdom of our earlier IEEE leaders in setting forth the concept of IEEE-USA through extensive debate, compromise, and foresight should not be reviled through shallow and careless posturing. Not only our image, but also our influence as a respected organization is at stake.
## OCEANS '92
Conference at a Glance

### MONDAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Salon I</th>
<th>Salon II</th>
<th>Salon III</th>
<th>Salon IV</th>
<th>Courageous Rm.</th>
<th>Conference Rm.</th>
<th>Freedom Rm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 am-12 pm</td>
<td>Tutorial I</td>
<td>Tutorial II</td>
<td>Tutorial III</td>
<td>Tutorial IV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 pm-5:30 pm</td>
<td>Tutorial V</td>
<td>Tutorial VI</td>
<td>Tutorial VII</td>
<td>Tutorial VIII</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 pm-9 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WHOI Ocean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Industry Prog.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TUESDAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Salon I</th>
<th>Salon II</th>
<th>Salon III</th>
<th>Salon IV</th>
<th>Courageous Rm.</th>
<th>Conference Rm.</th>
<th>Freedom Rm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 am-12 pm</td>
<td>Open Plenary Session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 noon-2 pm</td>
<td>Sponsored Lunch</td>
<td>Sponsored Lunch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at Newport Islander Doubletree Hotel</td>
<td>at Newport Islander Doubletree Hotel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pm-5 pm</td>
<td>Session A1-1</td>
<td>Session A2-1</td>
<td>Session A3-1</td>
<td>Session B2-2</td>
<td>Session B3</td>
<td>Session B2-1</td>
<td>Session D2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 pm-7 pm</td>
<td>Sponsored Reception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at Newport Islander Doubletree Hotel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 am-7 pm</td>
<td>Exhibits Open</td>
<td>Exhibits Open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at Newport Islander Doubletree Hotel</td>
<td>at Newport Islander Doubletree Hotel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WEDNESDAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Salon I</th>
<th>Salon II</th>
<th>Salon III</th>
<th>Salon IV</th>
<th>Courageous Rm.</th>
<th>Conference Rm.</th>
<th>Freedom Rm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 am-12 pm</td>
<td>Session A1-2</td>
<td>Session A2-2</td>
<td>Session A3-2</td>
<td>Session B-1</td>
<td>Session D3</td>
<td>Session B2-3</td>
<td>Session B2-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 noon-2 pm</td>
<td>Sponsored Lunch</td>
<td>Sponsored Lunch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at Newport Islander Doubletree Hotel</td>
<td>at Newport Islander Doubletree Hotel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pm-5 pm</td>
<td>Session A1-3</td>
<td>Session D-4</td>
<td>Session B2-3</td>
<td>No session</td>
<td>Session E3-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Part 1)</td>
<td>(Part 2)</td>
<td>(Part 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Session D3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 pm-10 pm</td>
<td>OCEANS'92 Banquet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at the Marriott Hotel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### THURSDAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Salon I</th>
<th>Salon II</th>
<th>Salon III</th>
<th>Salon IV</th>
<th>Courageous Rm.</th>
<th>Conference Rm.</th>
<th>Freedom Rm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 am-12 pm</td>
<td>Session C1</td>
<td>Session C2</td>
<td>Session D1</td>
<td>Session D5</td>
<td>Session E2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Session D2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 noon-2 pm</td>
<td>Awards Luncheon</td>
<td>Awards Luncheon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>at the Marriott Hotel</td>
<td>at the Marriott Hotel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pm-5 pm</td>
<td>Session A1-4</td>
<td>Session D1</td>
<td>Session B2-4</td>
<td>Session B2-5</td>
<td>Session E3-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Part 2)</td>
<td>(Part 2)</td>
<td>(Part 2)</td>
<td>(Part 2)</td>
<td>(Part 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Matrix Key

**A. Computing and Information Management**
- A.1 Modeling, Simulation and Databases
- A.2 Knowledge-based Systems and Neural Networks
- A.3 Geographic Information Systems

**B. Sensing and Processing Technologies**
- B.1 Satellite Remote Sensing
- B.2 Underwater Acoustics
- B.3 Nonacoustics
- C. Communication and Navigation
- C.1 Autonomous Vehicles
- C.2 Acoustic Telemetry

**D. Instruments and Measurements**
- D.1 Laboratory and Analytical Techniques
- D.2 In Situ Techniques
- D.3 Climate Monitoring
- D.4 Severe Environments
- D.5 SEAFAC: A New Navy Acoustic Test Range Facility

**E. Technology Advances**
- E.1 Underwater Robotics
- E.2 Power Sources and Materials
- E.3 Vehicles

### Registrations in center foyer area of the Marriott Hotel:
- Sunday, October 25: 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm
- Monday, October 26: 7:30 am - 1:30 pm (Tutorial only)
- Tuesday, October 27: 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm
- Wednesday, October 28: 7:30 am - 3:30 pm
- Thursday, October 29: 7:30 am - 12 Noon

Exhibits open at the Newport Islander Doubletree Hotel:
- Tuesday, October 27: 8:30 am - 7:00 pm
- Wednesday, October 28: 8:30 am - 5:00 pm
- Thursday, October 29: 8:30 am - 5:00 pm
Chairman’s Message

It is an honor to be General Chairman of Oceans '92, “Mastering the Oceans Through Technology.” With its diverse set of topics, covered by high quality presentations, Oceans '92 promises to be an exciting forum about the cutting edge technology which is helping to drive ocean science into some major new frontiers. Given national and international priorities, the Plenary Session’s theme, “Global Ocean Observing Systems” is a particularly timely and important example of one of those frontiers, and will provide an appropriate orientation for the rest of the Technical Program. Sessions within that program will focus on such exciting areas as Computing and Information Management, Sensing and Processing Technologies, Communications and Navigation, Instrumentation and Measurements, and Technology Advances.

We are extremely fortunate to have Governor Bruce Sundlun of Rhode Island personally welcome attendees, and Dr. John Knauss from NOAA as our Plenary Session Keynote Speaker. One look at the roster of speakers and topics is proof of the excellent work by Tom Mottl and the members of his Technical Program Committee. In addition to ‘Tutorials on October 26, Oceans '92 is also hosting a Student Poster Competition, a broad Exhibits Program, and an entertaining and educational Dinner Banquet featuring Dr. Robert Ballard of the Jason Foundation and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. The entire Planning Committee of Oceans '92 has worked very hard over the past two years to bring you a superbly organized, first-class conference, with top-rate science and technology.

Many thanks are due to the IEEE Oceanic Engineering Society and sponsoring local chapters of MTS, OES/IEEE and IEEE for their support and their contributions to our efforts in achieving high quality in the technical program, as well as in other areas of the conference. Such support will certainly make Oceans '92 a memorable event for all who attend.

Newport, Rhode Island is always lovely in the fall, so I hope you will take time to look around and savor the beautiful sights. As Director of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, I’d also like to encourage you to continue learning about ocean research by joining in on one of the tours to the University of Rhode Island Graduate School of Oceanography or the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. It will be a pleasure to see you all at Oceans '92.

Craig E. Donnan
Chairman
Oceans '92

Technical Committee Chairman’s Message

The Oceans '92 Technical Program has been structured to reinforce and focus the Conference theme, “Mastering the Oceans through Technology.” Four specific technology areas, together with a more general “technology advances” category, have been selected to provide a basis for the presentation of over 200 technical papers organized into 33 distinct sessions. As projected in the Conference Call for Paper, these sessions are organized as follows:

- **Computing and Information Management**
  - Modeling, Simulation and Databases (4 Sessions)
  - Knowledge-based Systems and Neural Networks (2 Sessions)
  - Geographic Information Systems (2 Sessions)

- **Sensing Processing Technologies**
  - Satellite Remote Sensing
  - Underwater Acoustics (7 Sessions)
  - Nonacoustics

- **Communications and Navigation**
  - Autonomous Vehicles
  - Acoustic Telemetry

- **Instrumentation and Measurements**
  - Laboratory and Analytical Techniques
  - In-Situ Techniques (4 Sessions)
  - Climate Monitoring
  - Severe Environments
  - SEAFAC: A New Navy Acoustic Test Range Facility

- **Technology Advances**
  - Underwater Robotics
  - Power Sources and Materials
  - Vehicles (2 Sessions)

The organization of technical papers into Sessions in Oceans '92 departs somewhat from past Oceans Conferences. Papers presented in a particular technical session will reflect common technique, methodology or technology themes rather than a common application domain. This approach can, hopefully, lend new insight, broaden perspectives and expose attendees to a wider range of useful problem solving concepts and techniques. In keeping with this perspective, the Plenary Session will close with five invited papers which address the state-of-the-art in each of the five principal technology categories around which the Technical Program has been structured.

Please come and join us at Oceans '92 in Newport to enjoy the professional atmosphere and benefit from the information and knowledge made available through the technical program, tutorials, exhibits and student poster session. Our goal is to create a high quality, high technology program which reflects the diverse state-of-the-art technologies critical to “Mastering the Oceans through Technology” — we hope you will find that this goal has been met.

Thomas O. Mottl
Technical Program Chair
Oceans '92
Advanced Unmanned Search System

James M. Walton
Code 941
Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, Ca. 92152-5000

ABSTRACT

The Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) is developing the Advanced Unmanned Search System (AUSS) to improve the Navy’s capability to do deep ocean search. The search mission addressed by AUSS includes finding items lost on the ocean bottom (broad area search) and close up viewing of the items found (contact evaluation).

Presently, deep towed search systems exist, but the search rate of these systems is limited by cable drag. The AUSS system includes an untethered, semi-autonomous supervisory controlled vehicle. Without the burden of a cable, this vehicle is able to search at high forward velocities, turn quickly, and hover over a target.

The AUSS human operators are kept in the loop with the submerged vehicle as the vehicle control supervisors, search data evaluators, and mission decision makers by means of a high rate half duplex, digital acoustic telemetry system.

All components of the AUSS system are contained on a single support ship. In addition to the vehicle and the human operators, the AUSS system consists of a surface handling system for launch and recovery, an on-board maintenance van, and an on-board control van.

INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Unmanned Search System (AUSS) program was initiated in the mid 1970s with the goal of improving the Navy’s capability to find and identify items lost or placed on the sea floor to depths of 20,000 feet. Items which have been searched for in the deep ocean (using other assets) include the Palomares H-Bomb, U.S.S. SCORPION, U.S.S. THRESHER, Korean Airlines Flight 007, Air India Flight 182, United Airlines flight 811 cargo door and other critical equipment lost by the US and other countries. The difficulties encountered in performing these searches have shown that deep ocean search is a critical technology area.

AUSS program personnel have developed an extensive knowledge and experience base in deep ocean search technology and logistics through study and modeling, and more recently, through development and at-sea testing of untethered search systems.

Two untethered search vehicles have been developed and tested at-sea under the AUSS program. The two vehicles together have logged over 100 dives to depths greater than 2000 feet. The concept of using an untethered, semi-autonomous, supervisory controlled vehicle to conduct deep ocean search has been demonstrated, and improvements in the application of the AUSS concept continue to be developed by AUSS program personnel.

DEEP OCEAN SEARCH

The Deep Ocean Search Mission

The deep ocean search mission scenario includes mobilization, transit, equipment deployment and retrieval, broad area search, and contact evaluation. The two parts of the deep ocean search mission which involve the use of undersea equipment are broad area search and contact evaluation.

Broad Area Search: In broad area search, a large area of ocean bottom is searched rapidly to locate targets of interest for later investigation. Side Looking Sonar (SLS), which is typically used in broad area search, is a relatively low resolution device, and cannot be used to identify any but the largest of targets (ships and submarines). This brings to bear the necessity for the second part of the underwater search mission, contact evaluation.

Contact Evaluation: Contact evaluation involves the use of higher resolution sensors (typically optical) to get a closer look at the targets of interest. During contact evaluation, targets are identified, and their positions pinpointed for future work or recovery.

State of the Art In Deep Ocean Search

The state of the art in deep search systems typically involves the use of two underwater platforms. A towed fish with SLS is used for broad area search, and a tethered or manned vehicle with optical sensors is used for contact evaluation. The use of two different underwater platforms requires two independent launch and recovery systems. Two surface ships are usually required to support the two-underwater-platform search mission.

General Shortcomings: Shipboard support equipment for the towed and tethered systems used in deep ocean search are both large and heavy since they must support up to 6 miles of electromechanical cable. These cables are normally the least reliable part of the overall system. The rate at which a towed deep search platform can advance through the water for fast SLS broad area search is limited by drag on the long tow cable. Advance speeds over one knot are unusual.
Control Error: Maneuvers of the towed platform must be accomplished by maneuvering the surface tow ship. Since the ship maneuvers must be transmitted through very long cables with large catenaries, the track of the tow platform is difficult to accurately control. This control deficiency (control error) results in inefficient use of the search sensor to assure full coverage of the search area. The attempted sensor coverage during successive parallel tracks must overlap each other by an amount equal to or greater than the control error. Turns are particularly difficult. It can take several hours for a surface ship to maneuver a tow platform through a 180 degree turn between parallel search tracks.

Delayed Contact Evaluation: The towed search platform is used to look for all potential targets in a search area before the contact evaluation platform is deployed. This process may be referred to as delayed contact evaluation. Delayed contact evaluation is wasteful of search mission time particularly if the target of interest is encountered early in the broad area search.

AUSS Deep Ocean Search

System: The Advanced Unmanned Search System (AUSS) is designed specifically for the deep search mission. AUSS utilizes a single undersea untethered vehicle to perform both broad area search and contact evaluation. The undersea vehicle is small and lightweight, and requires minimal handling equipment. The basic AUSS system consists of the vehicle, a launch ramp, a maintenance van, and a control van. The entire system fits easily on a single offshore supply boat.

AUSS Vehicle Under Supervisory Control: The AUSS vehicle is untethered, semi-autonomous, and supervisory controlled. The AUSS human operators are kept in the loop with the submerged vehicle as the vehicle control supervisors, search data evaluators, and mission decision makers by means of a half duplex digital acoustic telemetry system. The vehicle autonomously performs given search mission tasks until the tasks are completed or the vehicle operator utilizes the acoustic link to command the vehicle to perform other autonomous tasks. The system operators receive near-real-time data from the vehicle search sensors via the acoustic link.

AUSS Search Concept: The AUSS search concept can be described using figures 1, 2, and 3. In figure 1, the deployed vehicle is autonomously scanning the ocean bottom with SLS while propelling itself through a pre-described search pattern. The SLS search image data is collected onboard the vehicle, and transmitted near-real-time through the acoustic link to the surface support ship. The sensor data is processed at the surface ship and presented to vehicle operators on image displays in the surface control van. Personnel in the control van examine the SLS images for targets of interest.

When a target image appears on the surface display, the vehicle operator must decide if he wants the vehicle to take a
closer look. If he makes this decision, he initiates the process of immediate contact evaluation.

The vehicle operator sends a command which interrupts the vehicle autonomous SLS search. After determining the position of the target from the SLS surface sonogram, the vehicle operator commands the vehicle to head toward the target while imaging the target with the vehicle forward looking sonar (FLS) (as depicted in figure 2). The FLS data is transmitted through the acoustic link and displayed in the control van for evaluation by the system operators.

When the FLS surface display indicates that the vehicle is nearly directly over the target, the vehicle operator sends commands to the vehicle which will cause it to continue to hover (in three dimensions) over the target. At this time, the operator commands the vehicle to optically document (take a picture of) the target (as depicted in figure 3). The single frame video image of the target is transmitted through the acoustic link to the operators. If the operators decide that the target is of interest, the vehicle operator may reposition the vehicle for more optical documentation. If the target is not of interest, the vehicle is commanded to resume the autonomous SLS search task.

AUSS Prototype Design

An AUSS testbed prototype was designed and built (1980-1984). All ingredients of the system (vehicle, launcher, and vans) were designed and fabricated to allow testing of the validity of the AUSS concept. Off the shelf search sensors were purchased, and then modified and adapted to interface with the unique requirements of an untethered supervisory controlled system. To meet the simultaneous depth and size requirements, a graphite epoxy pressure hull program was pursued. The objective of the pressure hull program was to provide a 20,000 foot hull which is the primary buoyancy for vehicle equipment. Several pressure hulls were manufactured and tested for this program. One of the earlier graphite composite hulls with an aluminum extension rated for 5000 foot sea water service was utilized in the prototype vehicle. The pressure vessel housed the vehicle energy source as well as all of the vehicle electronics (except for sensors and propulsion) and met the requirement of providing the buoyancy for the vehicle equipment.

AUSS Prototype At Sea Testing

Between 1985 and 1987 the AUSS prototype system was tested at sea. The prototype vehicle successfully completed 89 dives to 2500 feet. The prototype vehicle dives served as breadboard experiments for an untethered semi-autonomous supervisory controlled vehicle system. During this period, the system evolved to the point that an AUSS search demonstration was possible.

AUSS Search Demonstration:

During dive 87, July, 1987, a search demonstration was conducted with the prototype AUSS vehicle system in 2500 feet of sea water. Both broad area search and immediate contact evaluation were accomplished during the demonstration. The search targets had been previously placed on the ocean bottom. Three parallel search track legs were autonomously run by the vehicle, and three immediate contact evaluations were completed. The broad area search covered an area of 1/3 nmi². The average time per immediate contact evaluation (time from when the vehicle discontinued broad area search to do contact evaluation to the time that the vehicle resumed broad area search) was 30 minutes. The contact evaluations all included transmission of the still video images of the target through the acoustic link to the surface, and acoustic tracking fixes of the vehicle position while it was over the target. The SLS broad area search rate was computed to be .4 nmi²/hr. Previous to this, deep search systems had accomplished .01 to .1 nmi²/hr SLS search rates, and contact evaluations were delayed by several hours or days, and took several hours to several days to accomplish.

IMPROVED AUSS SYSTEM

An improved AUSS system has recently been designed, fabricated, and field tested. The system consists of upgraded

AUSS HISTORY

Search Studies

The first phase of the AUSS program (1973 to 1979) focused upon analysis of state of the art deep ocean search and approaches to improving the state of the art. Computer modeling of search, at-sea search experimentation, and search systems tradeoff studies were conducted. AUSS program personnel have continued to study the field of search to maintain an awareness of the state of the art.

Acoustic Link Development

An acoustic link was developed by AUSS personnel between 1978 and 1981. The acoustic link depends upon the vertical acoustic channel for relatively high data rates (4800 bps) and low bit error rates ($10^{-6}$). The acoustic link was tested at sea on a free descent/free ascent device, BUMP (Benthic Untethered Multipurpose Platform) to depths of 15,000 feet. The desired performance characteristics were demonstrated during these tests. The acoustic link made it possible to develop a search system based upon a supervisory controlled untethered underwater vehicle.

Development Of A Systems Concept

By 1980, an AUSS systems concept had been defined and developed. Relying upon the modeling, search tradeoff studies, and the BUMP acoustic link experiments, the AUSS evolved into a system utilizing a single surface platform and a single underwater platform. The underwater platform was identified as an untethered vehicle which would be semi-autonomous and supervisory controlled.
versions of eight major AUSS system components (undersea vehicle, vehicle computers, acoustic link, external acoustic relay system (EARS) towfish, surface computers, control van, maintenance van, and launch and recovery system). At the time of this writing (June 1991), the system has undergone at-sea testing in which the vehicle has logged 19 dives to depths greater than 2000 feet.

**AUSS Undersea Vehicle**

The AUSS vehicle is 17 feet long, 31 inches in diameter, and weighs 2800 pounds. The torpedo-shaped body (see figure 4) consists of a 20,000 foot proof tested graphite epoxy composite pressure hull attached to forward and aft free-flooded fairings. The pressure hull provides the buoyancy for the vehicle and houses the vehicle computers, electronics, and silver zinc battery. The free-flooded fairings house the search and recovery (SAR) equipment, propulsion system, search sensors, acoustic tracking transducers, and the doppler sonar transducers.

**Pressure Hull:** The graphite epoxy pressure hull is the result of several years of development and testing. It is manufactured by a filament wound process, in which bundles of epoxy-wetted graphite filaments are wrapped around a mandrel with alternate circumferential and longitudinal winds. There are approximately twice as many circumferential wraps as there are longitudinal wraps. The two to one filament wind ratio is used to efficiently accommodate the fact that circumferential stress is twice the longitudinal stress in a cylindrical pressure vessel. The pressure hull meets the objective of providing buoyancy for the AUSS vehicle due to a displacement to weight ratio which is slightly better than 2 to 1.

Bonded to the ends of the pressure hull are titanium rings with a single o-ring groove for face sealing to the titanium hemispheres used for end closures (endbells). The forward and aft endbells have eight connector bosses each for 14 pin bulkhead connectors. Titanium housing connectors mounted in these bosses are used to pass through the power, control, and signal required for the vehicle propulsion, sensors, and acoustic equipment.

The computer card racks and most of the vehicle electronics are mounted in a removable chassis placed in the center of the pressure hull. The vehicle primary energy source, a 20 kWh silver-zinc battery, is also housed inside the pressure hull. The battery is made up of four 20 cell packs, of which 2 packs are mounted to the port and 2 packs are mounted to the starboard of the electronics chassis. All 80 cells are wired in series to provide 120 VDC power to the vehicle.

Attached to the port and starboard sides of the pressure hull are the side looking sonar (SLS) transducers. The transducers are mounted in protective pods bolted to the pressure hull titanium end rings. The SLS transducers operate at 100 kHz, with a 3/4 degree horizontal beam width, and 50 degree vertical beam width. The acoustic link (AL) transducer is attached to the top of the pressure hull. The AL transducer was placed on the pressure hull as a result of beam pattern experiments. These experiments showed that mounting the transducer on a pressure hull can increase the front to back ratio (the ratio between the gain in the region of a 90 degree cone above the vehicle, and the gain below the vehicle.)
Forward and Aft Free-Flooded Fairings: The forward and aft free-flooded fairings are attached to the end bells and to the pressure hull. They are constructed of Spectra 1000, a woven polyethylene mat impregnated with resin (similar to fiberglass construction). The spectra/resin composite has a specific gravity very close to that of sea water. Components inside the fairings are connected to the endbell connectors with pressure-balanced oil-filled wiring harnesses.

The forward fairing houses the forward vertical motor, the forward looking and obstacle avoidance sonars, the cooled charge coupled device (CCD) and 35mm cameras, the ascent weights and releases, and the vehicle search and recovery (SAR) equipment. The vertical motor is an oil filled brushless dc motor with integral motor controller (as are the other propulsion motors on the AUSS vehicle). The 111 kHz FLS is a mechanically scanned sonar with a 1.5 degree horizontal beam width and a 50 degree vertical beam width. The sonar is capable of scanning between 90 degrees to port and 90 degrees to starboard. The obstacle avoidance sonar (OAS) is a 267 kHz fixed “fan beam” (5 degree vertical beam width and 50 degree horizontal beam width) device which will be used by the vehicle to detect and avoid obstructions which the vehicle may encounter. The OAS is not implemented at this time. The CCD camera is an electronic 576 by 384 pixel still camera. The CCD camera is cooled to minimize thermal noise in order to increase its sensitivity. The CCD pixels are digitized to 14 binary bits. The 35mm camera is a photographic color camera with a 250 picture capacity. The vehicle SAR equipment consists of a recovery float, a strobe light, and a RF beacon. Upon surfacing, the recovery float is released, and the strobe and beacon are erected to a vertical position above the floating vehicle. Attached between the float and the vehicle is a polypropylene line used to recover the vehicle to the AUSS launch and recovery ramp.

The aft fairing houses the aft vertical and port and starboard main propulsion motors, the elevators, the strobe lights, and the doppler sonar transducers. The main propulsion motors are used to propel and steer the vehicle, and are angled slightly to provide a larger turning moment about the center of the vehicle. The elevators are utilized at high speeds to pitch the vehicle, thereby controlling depth. They are driven by a stepper motor through a worm gear. At lower speeds, where the elevators are less effective, the vertical thrusters are used to change and maintain pitch and depth. The strobe lights are located with the maximum separation possible from the cameras to create the best source/receiver separation and therefore minimize backscatter. The shutters on both cameras are opened, and the strobes fired to simultaneously document an item on the bottom of the ocean. The doppler sonar consists of a set of four transducers in the aft fairing and electronics in the pressure hull which are used in conjunction with a gyro compass to determine the velocity vector of the vehicle relative to the ocean bottom. The doppler/compass system is used by the vehicle to self-navigate during autonomously run search tracks. The doppler sonar is also used to determine the altitude of the vehicle above the bottom.

Vehicle Computers

Figure 5 is a block diagram of the AUSS vehicle computers. All of the vehicle computer equipment, except for the aft and center bit bus controllers, is mounted in a multibus II card rack inside the pressure hull. The bit bus controllers are mounted in their own card racks remote from the multibus II rack. The main and sensor computer buses are multibus II. Vehicle software is written in PLM 386 and is run under the RMK real time operating system.

The main computer (MC) controls the motion and activities of the vehicle. The vehicle control algorithms are part of the programmable read only memory (PROM) software in the main computer. This software includes heading, depth, altitude, pitch, and speed control algorithms for both the hover (vertical thruster control of depth/altitude for low forward speeds) and transit (elevator control of depth/altitude for higher speeds) modes. The MC is responsible for obtaining and handling navigation and control sensor information directly and through the MC bus from the bit bus controllers, and controlling the propulsion system. MC software is also responsible for the higher level control of the vehicle through maneuvers such as SLS search patterns, hovering over a target, and photomosaic search patterns. The bit bus controllers handle sensor signals to the MC, and propulsion and actuator control signals from the MC. The bit bus system is used to improve the noise environment by replacing low level multiple sensor and control wire runs with a higher level serial bus. The serial bus carries the signals to a remote intelligent node near the sensors.

The main computer also monitors several critical vehicle functions and takes emergency actions based upon the status of these functions. In the case that the MC fails, the emergency computer (which is resident in the center bit bus controller) takes over the emergency functions normally handled by the MC. Most emergency conditions eventually result in a drop of two independent ascent weights to bring the vehicle to the surface. The conditions which may cause this are: 1) The vehicle has not received acoustic link communications for a specified period of time (usually 45 minutes). 2) The main silver zinc energy source voltage has dropped below allowable limits. 3) An individual cell voltage in the main battery has dropped below allowable limits. 4) The emergency backup battery voltage has dropped below allowable limits. 5) The voltage across any of the ascent or descent weight release solenoid activation capacitors has dropped below allowable limits. 6) A salt-water intrusion is detected by leak detect circuits placed throughout the interior of the pressure hull.

The Sensor Computer (SC) communicates with the MC through RS-232 serial links. SC software is resident in PROM. The SC controls communications traffic on board the vehicle. The SC handles supervisory commands which it receives from the acoustic link to the MC. The MC strips off MC commands and passes sensor related commands back to the SC.

The SC manages the sensor data coming from the SLS, FLS, OAS, and the CCD camera. The sensor data is prepared and formatted for transmission in the image manipulation computer and sent over the SC bus to the acoustic link com-
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puter under the control of the SC. A digital signal processor is used to develop a two dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT) of SLS and CCD 16 X 16 pixel elements, reduce the DCT coefficients, and to Huffman code and run length code the matrix information for compressed transmission of the data over the acoustic link.

**Acoustic Link**

The AUSS acoustic link provides the operators at the surface with acoustically transmitted sensor data from the FLS, SLS, and CCD camera. The link also provides the vehicle operator with information pertaining to the status of the vehicle. The status information includes, in part, the vehicle depth, altitude, forward velocity, heading, doppler position, and various emergency information.

The acoustic link allows the vehicle operator to supervise the control of the vehicle. The operator uses a special computer keyboard and a menu driven display to assemble high level vehicle commands. Several of these commands are stacked into a queue at the surface console. The entire contents of the queue are sent to the vehicle over the acoustic link when the operator presses a transmit key. When the vehicle receives the series of commands, it responds with a message through the acoustic link indicating the commands were received and are scheduled for execution.

The modulation technique for the acoustic link is phase shift keying of dual independent sidebands. The center frequency of the acoustic link is 11 kHz. Two independent sidebands are 9 to 11 and 11 to 14 kHz. In the up acoustic link channel, these sidebands can be used in a dual mode (where the information is the same on each sideband) or independent mode (where the information is different on each sideband). In the event of an error on one sideband, the dual mode allows the receiving acoustic link computer to select the error free sideband, but the overall data rate is half of what it would be in the independent mode. Overall data rates can vary from 1200 bps (1200 bps per channel, dual mode) to 4800 bps (2400 bps per channel, independent mode). The lower data rates and dual mode operation can be used in the field for more robust communications in situations where the acoustic link signal is degraded by poor acoustic conditions.

**EARS Towfish**

A towfish with a baffled transducer is towed behind the surface ship at depths between 50 and 300 feet. The transducer is primarily used to receive acoustic link information from the vehicle, and to transmit surface acoustic link information from the surface toward the vehicle. The baffle around the transducer is constructed of closed cell wetsuit rubber and serves the purpose of creating a beam pattern suited for the vertical acoustic path. The beam pattern of the towfish baffled transducer is essentially a 90 degree cone centered on a vertical line running from the transducer to the bottom of the ocean.

**Surface Computers**

Figure 6 is a block diagram of the surface computers. The four main computers (Navigation (NAV), Operator Command (CMD), Image (IMG), and Data Logger (DL) computers) are industrial grade ATs upgraded with 386 processor chips. The surface computer operating system is DOS, and most of the surface software is written in C. Except for the CMD, these computers are connected to a local area network (Ethernet). Operational software and boot instruction software resident in the file server are accessed through the Ethernet. Each computer has a dedicated keyboard, and has outputs to various displays for displaying menus, status, and vehicle sensor images.

The NAV computer integrates the tracking information from several sources to relate the position of the ship, vehicle, bottom transponders, and search targets in one co-ordinate system, and to display these co-ordinates on one color display. The tracking sources are MiniRanger (for range- range microwave tracking of the surface ship), LORAN C and GPS (for tracking the surface ship), and Honeywell RS906 (for acoustic tracking of the underwater vehicle).

The CMD computer receives all uplink data from the acoustic link computer and displays status information on the vehicle status display. The CMD also provides the menus and keyboard interface for the vehicle operator to assemble high level commands into the command queue for transmission over the acoustic link to the vehicle. All uplink and downlink communications are also sent to the IMG via a RS232 link.

The IMG computer receives vehicle sensor data from the CMD through a RS-232 serial link. The IMG configures the sensor data for display, and allows the IMG keyboard operator to manipulate, enhance, and zoom the sensor data on the sensor displays. The IMG also "decompresses" SLS and CCD image data if it is sent in compressed format. Non-image data is forwarded to the DL.

The DL computer logs all navigation, status, and image data into a time based data base in the dedicated fileserver. The DL is also used to access and display the data base information.

**Control Van and Maintenance Van**

The Control and Maintenance Vans are stackable containers which are installed on-board the surface support ship as an integral part of the AUSS system.

The primary function of the AUSS Control Van is to house the surface computers and the operators during at-sea operations. The van is air conditioned, and the operators sit in high-backed chairs facing the operator displays and their associated keyboards.

The Maintenance Van provides an area where the vehicle can be maintained on board the ship either at-sea or in-port. Overhead hoists and specially fitted maintenance carts allow the maintenance crew to open and close the pressure housing, exchange the silver zinc battery, extract and insert the main...
CALENDAR ADVISORY

National Engineers Week will be celebrated February 14-20, 1993.

National Engineers Week (NEW) has usually been scheduled by the NEW Secretariat and the NEW Steering Committee during the week of George Washington's actual birthday (on February 22), which often falls in the same week as the official Presidents' Day holiday.

Please note that in 1993 Presidents' Day occurs on Monday, February 15, a week before Washington's birthday, and the 20-plus-society Steering Committee has approved February 14-20 (Sunday through Saturday) as the week of our celebrations.

Beginning in 1994, the volunteer-composed Steering Committee is requiring that Engineers Week coincide with Washington's actual birthday on February 22.

electronics chassis from the vehicle, and perform most necessary maintenance and repair tasks on the vehicle. A separate sealed battery room within the maintenance van is used to recharge the silver zinc battery.

AUSS Launch And Recovery System

Part of the AUSS shipboard equipment is an integrated launch and recovery (L/R) system. It consists of a L/R ramp, a ramp translation system, and overhead beams used to transport the AUSS vehicle between the maintenance van and the launcher.

During recovery, the aft end of the launch ramp is placed in the water by translating the ramp aft until it pivots over center. The ramp floats on the water due to buoyancy voids in its structure. The ramp pivots at its attachment point at the ships stem to decouple the floating end from the motion of the ship as the ship pitches and heaves. The ramp also swivels in azimuth (yaw) at its attachment point. The vehicle, which is free floating on the surface of the ocean after a dive, is obtained with a grappling line. The grappling line is thrown across a polyethylene line attached to a float which is deployed from the nose of the vehicle upon ascent. The vehicle nose line is pulled through a docking cart at the aft end of the ramp until the vehicle nose mechanically mates with the docking cart. The vehicle is brought up the ramp by a electric motor-driven cable system attached to the docking cart. The ramp is pulled out of the water and back over center by the ramp translation system, until the vehicle and the ramp are parallel with the ship deck. The vehicle is lifted out of the launcher by hoists on overhead beams, and transported into the maintenance van where it is lowered onto and attached to maintenance carts. For launch, the process is reversed, except the recovery line and float remain in place on the vehicle, and the vehicle is released from the launcher by releasing a catch hooked into the forward vertical thruster tube.

AUSS NEAR TERM PLANS

The next series of AUSS sea tests (scheduled to begin in June, 1991) will include the first implementation of SLS on the improved system vehicle, and the first at-sea tests of the acoustic link data compression technique.

After development and demonstration tests are completed to depths of 2500 feet, the system will be demonstrated for vehicle depths of 12,000 feet and then 18,000 to 20,000 feet.
IEEE Leads National Engineers Week 1993

WASHINGTON, June 25 — “As the world becomes increasingly technologically sophisticated, the nation’s fate will lie even more in the minds and hands of engineers,” said Dr. Martha Sloan, incoming president of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) in an announcement today. “That is why we need to highlight our contributions to society during National Engineers Week (NEW),” she added. IEEE is leading NEW, February 14-20, 1993, with Dr. Sloan serving as chair of the event. Honorary Chairman is Kenneth T. Derr, head of Chevron Corporation.

NEW ’93 is co-sponsored by 18 engineering and educational societies and 50 additional participating societies. Throughout the week, engineers in the United States and Canada will participate in activities that increase awareness of the profession. Sloan is calling on all IEEE members to take the lead in the following: educating local officials about engineering; displaying engineers’ achievements at public locations; and providing facility tours.

A national event calling on middle school students to design a city block of the future is being planned in an effort to link students with practicing engineers. Energy-efficient innovations submitted by students will be displayed during the week in a “mini-city,” followed by a luncheon for participants and the media.

The “E” for the 1993 Discover “E” educational outreach theme represents “energy.” Over 30,000 engineers are expected to participate in the program by presenting lessons to three million students on how engineers find, generate and distribute energy.

To highlight the contributions of electrical and electronics engineers, IEEE United States Activities is sponsoring a special photo contest, “Visions of Technology: Powers of Energy.” Practicing engineers and engineering students of all disciplines are being invited to submit photos of the ingenious methods engineers use to produce energy. Prizes will be awarded during NEW in two categories and include: $500, for first place; $250, for second place; $100 for third; and certificates, for five honorable mentions.

Some 50,000 NEW kits, including suggested volunteer activities, Discover “E” lessons and promotional materials, will be distributed in October.

IEEE members who are interested in participating in local NEW events can call IEEE section leaders. Information on national events is available from Jeanne Quick at the IEEE-USA Office in Washington, D.C., 202-785-0017.

Multiple Energy Sources Needed to Meet Demands for Electricity

WASHINGTON, June 12 — Multiple sources of energy supplies must be found to meet a growing demand for electricity, say the nation’s technology engineers. In congressional testimony, the U.S. policy arm of The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) expressed strong support for a national energy policy designed to satisfy that demand in the short, medium and long terms.

Ensuring an adequate future supply of reliable, low-cost, and environmentally acceptable energy is critical for the nation’s continued economic growth, national security and international competitiveness. According to IEEE United States Activities, demand for energy in the form of electricity has closely followed growth of the domestic economy. That demand will continue to grow as the transportation sector becomes increasingly electrified and environmental concerns become more pressing, the group said.

In statements filed with the House and Senate Appropriations subcommittees responsible for energy research and development, IEEE-USA urged aggressive development of advanced energy technologies that will provide options for meeting this challenge. The organization called for increased investment in advanced nuclear energy, timely demonstration of fusion as a viable power source, and continued development of energy storage technologies for both utility and transportation applications.

IEEE-USA said a technically-sound national energy policy should direct R & D to improve the economics of alternative energy sources, particularly the use of renewable energy sources such as solar and biomass. Such a policy should remove or streamline institutional and regulatory constraints that limit energy choices and stimulate innovation and development of electrically-powered personal and mass transportation.

In addition, the organization supported development of less complex, standardized, advanced nuclear reactors, with improved passive safety features. Nuclear fuel reprocessing and waste disposal processes should also be formulated to resolve the political, administrative and regulatory issues that inhibit the use of nuclear power.

The IEEE, with over 320,000 members, is the world’s largest professional technical society. IEEE-USA promotes the career and technology policy interest of nearly 250,000 U.S. electrical, electronics and computer engineers.
Engineers Endorse Extension of Copyright To Government/Private Sector Software Efforts

WASHINGTON, June 12 — Unless government agencies are allowed to copyright computer software jointly developed with the private sector, the nation risks losing valuable technology to foreign interests, say U.S. members of The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE).

In testimony last month before the House Subcommittee on Intellectual Property and Judicial Administration, IEEE United States Activities voiced support in concept for H.R. 191 the “Technology Transfer Improvements Act of 1991.” The legislation would allow copyrights for computer software prepared entirely or in part by government employees working under a cooperative research and development agreement (CRADA) with the private sector. Under present law, agencies working with private industry can file for patents but not for copyrights.

David M. Ostfeld, chairman of IEEE-USA’s Intellectual Property Committee, noted that U.S. government software technology can be duplicated by foreign entities without compensation, causing the taxpayer and private sector participants to lose their investments.

“Even if the U.S. pays half the cost,” Ostfeld said, “the private sector is reluctant to participate in the development of software under a CRADA without copyright protection.”

IEEE-USA recommends several technical clarifications in the pending legislation including amendments to ensure continued public access to already existing Federally-generated computer software.

“We are convinced that H.R. 191 is a step in the right direction,” said Ostfeld. “The legislation will enhance U.S. competitiveness and provide rewards to both Federal government inventors and authors of computer software.”

The IEEE, with over 320,000 members, is the world’s largest technical society. IEEE-USA promotes the career and technology policy interest of nearly 250,000 U.S. electrical, electronics and computer engineers.

Note to Editors and Journalists: For a copy of the Congressional testimony and comments on technical amendments, contact Scott D. Grayson, IEEE-USA Office, Suite 1202, 1828 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036; telephone (202) 785-0017; facsimile, (202) 785-0835.

Comprehensive Technology Employment Guides Available to Engineers, Graduates and Scientists

WASHINGTON, July 17 — For recent technology graduates and for engineers and scientists hit by defense industry cutbacks, help in finding employment is now available through a single source.

Two volumes of an Employment Guide for Engineers and Scientists, updated for the ’90s, are being offered by IEEE-USA, the United States Activities’ arm of The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. The Guide is available in two editions: one designed for those with employment experience; the other, for students and recent graduates.

The student edition, just published this month, contains basic information on conducting a job search. Special features include a list of the 50 most-asked questions during a job interview.

Both publications contain information on salaries, along with solid advice on how to conduct a job search. They also provide assistance on how to:

- interact with colleagues and friends;
- evaluate compensation packages; and
- assess legal rights in the employment process.

Both versions include a Directory of Employers of Engineers, a comprehensive state-by-state sourcebook that lists hundreds of companies, including telephone numbers and contact persons.

The Guides are sold through the IEEE Service Center: $14.95 to members; and $19.95 to non-members, plus tax and shipping. To order, call 1-800-678-4333 and request Catalog No. UH0186-7, for the experienced engineer edition; or UH0188-3, for the student edition.

A copy of either Guide will be provided at no charge to non-student IEEE members who are unemployed. Written requests, including membership number, should be sent to William R. Anderson, IEEE-USA, 1828 L Street, N.W., Suite 1202, Washington, DC 20036.
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